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Inspection report cum scrutiny comments on Review of Mining plan & with Progressive 
Mine closure plan of Rajhara Hill Lease over an extent of 719.60 hector in Village : 

Kondekasa,Jharandalli & Panderidalli Tehsil : Dalli-Rajhara, District: Balod, State : 
Chhattisgarh of M/S Steel Authority of India Limited, Bhilai Steel Plant. Rajhara Hill Lease  
was inspected on 01/05/2018 and 02/05/2018 by Shri R.K. Das (Sr.ACOM) and Shri R. N. 

Mishra (SMG). 
1. At a glance information before introduction at start of document in following format 

may be given  

 MINING PLAN/REVIEW OF MINING PLAN AT A GLANCE 

1 Name of the Applicant /lessee   

2 IBM Registration no  

3 Address of Applicant   

4 Name of Mine  

5 Mine code   

6 Lease area in hects. Forest - Non forest - Total = 

7 Forest Diverted area   

8 Name of Mineral   

9 Lease period from         to   

10 Mineral Reserve (111& 112)  

11 Mineral Resources   

12 Production proposal (2018-19)  

13 Production proposal (2019-20)  

14 Production proposal  (2020-21)  

15 Production proposal  (2021-22)  

16 Production proposal (2022-23)  

17 Existing/valid  EC permission 
in tonnes 

 

18 Plantation  proposal per years 

in numbers   

 

19 Plantation  proposal per years 
in area    

 

20 Back filling proposal  in ha   

21 Total area proposed to be put 

in use at end of plan period in 
ha  

 

21 Bank Guarantee Amount   

22 Validity of BG   

23 Prohibitory order from any 

authority  

 

24 Any other important 
information 

 

2.0 In List of Annexure (page no -6): Valid copy of Bank Guarantee needs to be furnished.   
3.0 Para 2.0, Location and Accessibility:  coordinate of lease boundary pillars are GPS or DGPS  

needs to be clarified in text and whether same has been authenticated by competent authority of 

state government or not. The  lease map depicting   boundary co-ordinate  as mentioned is not 

enclosed. It should be clearly mentioned in text and plate that  lease area granted is in  two blocks  

4.0      Para 1.0 General: (Page no.-11) Designation and Name of Company along with phone fax   &   

email, details  may also be mentioned in Local Correspondence address. 

5.0  Para1.0 General: (Page no.-12)   Qualification and experience details have not been mentioned in 

text part .  only certificate needs to be given as annexure. 
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6.0  Review of Mining plan  

 Para 3.1  details of earlier approved mining plan, scheme of mining should have been given in 
tabulated form with  following column 

 Sr 
.no 

Type of document 
& rule under 

approval letter no & 
date  

Lease area in 
ha  

Proposal from –to  

      
 

7.0 The Review of Mining Plan is prepared for the lease for which the lease deed is enclosed (extent 

of 719.60ha.) and in the document and plates only information and proposal of particular lease 

should be furnished.  

 Review of last approved mining  plan  proposals  are  not carried out against  the proposals 
given and actual  achievement activities wise. As per table given below  for  each items and 

deviation if any should be justified in next column as per table given below. 

 items Proposals Actual work done Reasons 
for 

deviations  

 Exploration for Geological 
axis 1 or 2. Bore holes – 
Trail pits& Trenches-  

 
 
 

  

 Number of bore holes    

 Number of pits proposed for 
production 

   

 Location of Development    

 Total Quantity of topsoil 

removed, used and stacked in 
five years period in m3  

   

 Quantity of overburden m3        

1st  year ( Finacial year)   

2nd Year   

3rd Year   

4th year   

5th year   

Total    

 Production of Mineral  
tonnes 

   

1st  year   

2nd Year   

3rd Year   

4th year   

5th year   

 Total     

i)  

 Total Quantity of sub-grade 
mineral stacked  in tonnes  

   

 Stripping ratio or ore to OB 

ratio  in five years period . 
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 Height of benches  in pits (mts)    

 Location of  OB & mineral 
reject dumps 

 
 

  

 Length of Retaining wall or 
garland drain all along dump. 

 
 
 

  

 Area under backfilling of 

mined out area 

 

 

  

 Plantation / A forestation   
 

  

 

 Area proposed  for  put to use in  last MP/SOM as per  Financial  assurance  at end of 

five year period-  

 Item details  Proposed area in last 
document.(ha) 

Actual  area as on 
date  ( ha)  

Remark  

 i) Area under mining    

ii) Storage for top soil   

iii)Waste dump site   

iv) Mineral storage   

v) Infrastructure – 

workshop, 
administrative 
building etc. 

  

vi) Roads   

vii) Railways   

viii)Tailing pond   

ix) Effluent  
Treatment  Plant 

  

x) Mineral Separation 
Plant 

  

xi) Township area   

xii) Others (to 

specify) 

  

 xiii) Total  in ha     

ii)  

 a) Details of earlier Financial assurance submitted- 

b) Amount of Financial 
Assurance  

 

c) Validity of Financial 
Assurance- 

 

iii)   

Para 
3.4 

Give status of compliance of violations pointed out by IBM along with Monthly and 
annual returns. 

Sr 
no 

Date of 
inspection  

Violation 
date  

Rule 
violated  

Compliance status  

i)     
 

ii)     
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iii)   Monthly and Annual return 

submission status during last  three 
years-- 

 

 

8.0 Part-A, Para 1.0 (b) In Regional geology stratigrapy or lithological succession needs to be 

furnished. 

9.0 Part-A, Para 1.0 (c) Detailed description of geology of the lease area such as shape and size of the 

mineral/ ore deposit, deposition various lithounits indicating structural features have not been 

furnished. 

10.0 Part-A, Para 1.0 (e) (ii): In this para number of boreholes details given is not matching with 

another table given in page number -22. Its needs to be checked. Part-A, Para 1.0 (e) (iii): Details 

of Sample Analysis: Summary table of samples Analysis need to be furnished.  

11.0 After para 3.2 ,  Balance available iron ore reserve/resources  after depletion needs to be 

given.  

12.0 Part-A, Para 1.0  (i):During the field inspection its observed still Entire lease area are not 

explored in G1 category its needs to be explored in G1 category.  Around 20 % of lease area is 

still unexplored and concrete exploration programme for future  exploration needs to be given. 

13.0 Page No -28,29,30 &31: Resources  needs to be updated as on 1/04/2018 instead of 

1/09/2017 & 13/06/2017. 

14.0 Page No -29: The tonnage factor considered for computation of the ore type wise resources is 

given in the table is repeated  and same furnished in page no -23.No need to repeat. 

15.0 These are the Bore holes terminated in ore body, it has to be drilled again till the discounties 

of the ore bodies. like DMT-26,DMT-25B,DB-10,DB-20,DB-38,DB-22,DB-14,DB-34,DB-

11,DB-41, DB-50,DB-51,DM-74,DM-26,KB-07,KB-06,KB-11,KB-12, KB-13, KB-14,KB-

15,KB-16,KB-17,KB-20, KB-21,KB-22,KCNKB-18,KCNKD-13, KCNKD-21,KCNKM-

20,KCNKM-26,KC-02,KC-03, KC-13,KC-17,KC-19A,KC-20A, KC-21B, KC-22,KC-22A,KC-

23A,KC-24,KC-25,KC-27,KC-27A,KC-28,KC-31,KC-32, KC-33,KC-34,KC-36,KC-37,KC-

40A,KD-01,KD-02,KD-10,KD-12,KD-13,KD-14,KD-15, KD-18,KD-19,KD-21,KF-02,KF-

05,KF-06,KF-10,KF-12,KF-20,KM-03,KM-04,KM-10, KM-11,KM-18,KM-19,KM-20,KM-

21,KM-22 and so on . All the bore holes which one terminated in ore body needs to be purposed 

in future exploration programme. 

16.0 The Lump and fines ratio for the Resources/Reserves established  has not been  furnished . 

17.0  Page 36 , para 2.0 A (b), The bulk density considered for calculation  of  production tonnage 

have not been mentioned in second table.  

18.0 Page 37, para 2.0 A (b)- it should have been clearly mentioned that working shall be carried 

out in two  mines and  production proposal  with expected lump fine ratio yearwise meeds  to be 

given. 

19.0 Proposed method of working for each mines separately with following table needs to be 

given . 

i) Method of mining   

ii) Bench parameters  

iii)  Bench height in OB/ore   

iv) Bench width  

v) Bench slope  

vi) Over all pit slope  

vii) Drill Dia  of machine   

viii)  Bottom mRL proposed 

during plan period 

 

Ix) Grid reference of 
proposed working 

location  
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20.0 The subgrade material generation is proposed from first year but the dumping area is not 

shown in the plan. The same should be marked in the plan with yearwise dump extension . In the 

plate GF dump is shown but the detail of GF dump not discussed. The quantity and quality of GF 

dump should be mentioned and also full form of GF dump. 

21.0 Conceptual mine planning- Brief note on Exploration,  development, Excavation,  

reclamation, life of mines based on available mineral resources   and land use  at conceptual 

stage  have not been given covering following points  

a) Exploration-  

b) Excavation-   

c) Rated production 
capacity of mines -  

t/year  

 

d) Life of mines -   

e) Ultimate pit limit -  

f) Waste Disposal-  

g) Reclamation and 
rehabilitation -  

 

 

22.0 In the Plan HT line (near GF dump & along mine boundary in southern side)are going over 

lease area therefore no working should be proposed in safety zone as per statute and also the 

safety barrier zone should be marked in the plate. The reserved in this area also to be considered 

under Blocked reserved category. 

 

23.0 The proposal of Mining and allied activities should be given within lease area. The Proposal 

of dumping is proposed extending outside lease area the same should be restricted within lease 

area. During mine visit it was observed that few benches in southern direction is collapsed and 

not maintaining the minimum width as per statute. The proposal should be given to stabilise the 

benches and width of benches also to as per statutes and same should be reflected in plan and 

section. 

1. Extent of mechanisation: The list of machineries (Shovel, Dumper, Dozer, Grader, Drill 

Machine, Compactor, etc)  available with no., capacity,make,etc to be furnished in tabular 

form.  

24.0 Comment on adequacy of  equipment available and required to handle the  targeted lease 

production  needs to be given  at page 51 as per below given table. 

Sr 
no  

Available 
equipments  

Required as per production target  Remarks  

1    

2    

 

25.0 It was observed that the area proposed for dumping is not explored and therefore it was not 

proved that it is mineralised zone or not. The dumping proposal given in that area to be 

considered as temporary dumping and it should be mentioned clearly that if it is proved 

mineralised zone than the dump should be re-handled.  

26.0 The proposal is given to backfill the workout area which is beyond lease boundary and not 

accepted to dump waste outside lease area therefore proposal should be given within lease 

boundary. 

27.0 Plates:  

1) Lease  plan is not attached. 

2)  Surface and geological plan covering complete lease area not submitted. 
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3)   Area diverted for non forestry purpose have not been shown on surface plan  

4)  Plan are not updated  survey of area is more than 6 months.  

5) Surface Plan: a)   date of survey of plan is  more than 6 month old and all planning proposed 

on old survey is not accepted .  surface and geological plan needs to be updated. 

b) In the given plan the dump location should be shown with RL as per ground position.  

c) There are many dumps  existing in field but same has not been depicted and updated on 

plan.  The same should be reflected on plan.  

6) Development plan - It was observed that dumping is done in dump in Northern side and the 

dump toe is at the edge of road therefore the proposal in first year to be given for construction 

of retaining wall at the toe of the dump to restrict the boulder coming in haul road. The 

dumping should be restricted in that area .The proposal of the dump should be given with 

proper terracing to stabilise and other protective measure i.e. retaining wall, drainage, check 

dams, etc. The same should be reflected in respective plates. 

7) In part plan,  the position of the part plan shown in key plan is not correct. The correction 

should be done accordingly. 

8) Geological Plan & section: a)In geological plan the lithology should be shown and same 

should be indexed properly. In geological plan G1, G2, G3 and G4 scale exploration area 

should be marked properly as per UNFC .  

b) Future exploration proposal needs to be given ..  

9) Development Plan & Section: a)The working plan should be proposed with proper 

advancement of benches/dumps with top and bottom RL.  

b)The top soil dump and mineral stack should be shown in the plate should be 

furnished with     RL. The plate only to be shown with yeasrwise excavation, 
afforestaion, dumping & reclamation proposal. The plate should be revised. 

10) Reclamation plan-During the mine visit it was observed that there are many old and 

unstabilised dumps but still no afforestation proposal is given in dump area and neither in 

other non working/non mineralised area. The proposal of afforestation yearwise with no. of 

saplings, area and location to be furnished in tabular form. 

11) The mine working is already extended beyond the UPL shown in the plates and some place it 

is shown extending 7.5 meter safety barrier. There should not be any mining activities in 7.5 

meter and already excavated should be backfilled. The UPL should be revised.  

Financial assurance:-  Area considered for calculating of financial assurance  in respect of  

excavation  and  overburden dump and other items  have not been shown with different color 

as per area put to use  table  for calculation of  financial assurance table. All other feature 

needs to be removed from plates. The green belt/afforestation is not given in format therefore 

the same should be deleted. 

12)  All the plates should be index properly as the features shown in the plan with the same 

colour code for clarity and signed with date. 


